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after seven rounds of negotiations, the future 
of the North american Free Trade agree-

ment (NaFTa) is uncertain.1 This is an opportune 
moment, then, to review the many economic and 
national security advances that have accrued for the 
United States, canada, and Mexico since NaFTa 
took effect nearly a quarter century ago. While 
additional improvements and updates to the agree-
ment are certainly appropriate, considering the 
many changes that have occurred in the economies 
of the three NaFTa partners in the years since it 
was negotiated, the Trump administration will not 
advance american interests by withdrawing from or 
demanding harmful changes to NaFTa.

NAFTA: A Successful and Reliable Rules-
Based Agreement—in Jeopardy

NaFTa’s rules-based system has fostered dra-
matically expanded and safer trade among the three 
partner countries. as the Office of the U.S. Trade 
representative (USTr) reminds americans, NaFTa 
entered into force on January 1, 1994, and gradually 
eliminated tariffs, duties, and quantitative restric-
tions on trade between the partner nations. NaF-
Ta’s chapters cover “rules of origin, customs proce-
dures, agriculture and sanitary and phytosanitary 

measures, government procurement, investment, 
trade in services, protection of intellectual property 
rights, and dispute settlement procedures.”2

according to the Wharton School, overall annual 
NaFTa trade has increased sharply, “from rough-
ly $290 billion in 1993 to more than $1.1 trillion in 
2016.”3 The Washington Post reports that total trade 
(imports plus exports) between the U.S. and Mexico 
grew from $85 billion in 1993 to $532 billion annu-
ally in 2015.4

One damaging change to NaFTa currently on 
the table would be inflicted by the tariffs on steel (25 
percent) and aluminum (10 percent) announced last 
week by the administration. a report by the Trade 
Partnership estimates that, overall, those tariffs 
could cost as many as 180,000 american jobs, far 
exceeding the modest gains they might generate in 
the steel and aluminum manufacturing sectors.5 In 
reality, these tariffs amount to taxes on imports and, 
eventually, they will be reflected in higher prices for 
american consumers and businesses.

President Donald Trump has signaled that can-
ada and Mexico will be exempted from those tar-
iffs while the talks are ongoing but, in making that 
announcement, the President reiterated his threat 
to terminate NaFTa. Beyond the damage that the 
american economy would sustain from imposing 
tariffs on canada (the biggest source of imported 
steel) and Mexico (america’s fourth-largest foreign 
steel supplier),6 there are literally millions of addi-
tional reasons for the U.S. to remain in NaFTa.

The National association of Manufacturing 
reports that “U.S.-manufactured goods exports to 
canada and Mexico alone support the jobs of more 
than 2 million men and women at more than 43,000 
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manufacturing firms across the United States.”7 That 
is because canada and Mexico are the top two mar-
kets for U.S. exports of manufactured goods, which 
have tripled under NaFTa (from $129 billion in 1993 
to $446 billion in 2016) according to the U.S. cham-
ber of commerce.8

The coalition of Services Industries is also wor-
ried that a decision by President Trump to withdraw 
from NaFTa could risk the loss of hundreds of thou-
sands of american jobs “in sectors such as financial 
services, express delivery, media and entertainment, 
distribution, telecommunications and computer 
services.”9

american trucking and transportation groups 
are likewise warning that there would be immedi-
ate economic harm if the administration decides to 
step away. They cite a December 2017 report by the 
american action Forum, a center-right nonprofit, 

“claiming that withdrawing from the trade deal could 
jeopardize 14 million jobs.” The report also found 
that “withdrawing could expose businesses to $15.5 
billion in new tariffs and increase consumer costs by 
at least $7 billion.”10

Agriculture: NAFTA Benefits American 
Consumers

NaFTa’s agricultural trade has provided signifi-
cant benefits to farmers, ranchers, and consumers in 
the United States. In 2016, Mexico and canada were 
the largest and second-largest agricultural import-
ing countries for U.S. products, respectively. The 
third-largest importer was china, and its agricultur-
al imports from the U.S. ($4.2 billion) were just one-
fifth of canada’s imports ($21.5 billion). In fact, total 
imports by Mexico and canada from the U.S. exceed-
ed those of the next 16 countries combined.11

Not too long ago it was unusual to have fruits such 
as plums available all year round. Today, americans 
enjoy year-round access to a variety of fruits and 
vegetables at affordable prices. In 2015, canada and 
Mexico alone accounted for an astonishing 56 per-
cent of the fruit and vegetable imports into the U.S.12

Unfortunately, U.S. trade negotiators have been 
pushing a provision in the current NaFTa renego-
tiations, the “seasonality provision,” which could sig-
nificantly increase trade disputes, leading to higher 
prices for agricultural products and reducing export 
opportunities for farmers and ranchers. U.S. trade 
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negotiators have proposed new rules to permit a 
sub-category of an industry (seasonal or perishable 
products, such as Florida tomatoes) to bring cases 
against imports, thus effectively creating an end-run 
around the current requirement that an action be on 
behalf of an entire industry.

This provision would set a bad precedent. It would 
incentivize other businesses that are not effectively 
competing within their industries to try to bundle 
themselves into sub-units and seek protection from 

foreign competition. This means more trade dis-
putes and almost certainly retaliatory action in one 
form or another by Mexico, thus creating higher con-
sumer prices for goods, and obstacles for american 
producers to export their goods.13

NAFTA Can Open New Markets for 
American Energy Exports

americans have prospered—not only from lower 
energy prices, but also increased economic growth—
since the expansion of hydraulic fracturing and hor-
izontal drilling technologies broke the trend of high 

13. Daren Bakst, “NAFTA Renegotiations Should Not Harm Agriculture and Consumers with the ‘Seasonality Poison Pill,’” Heritage Foundation 
Issue Brief No. 4783, November 9, 2017, https://www.heritage.org/agriculture/report/nafta-renegotiations-should-not-harm-agriculture-and-
consumers-the-seasonality.
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energy prices beginning in 2009.14 In fact, over the 
past year, U.S. energy production has expanded to 
the point where the industry is not only able to pro-
vide for americans, but also to reach beyond U.S. 
borders. The year 2017 marked the first time in over 
half a century that america became an annual net 
exporter of natural gas.15

With the United States now solidifying its global 
energy dominance, congress and the Trump admin-
istration must continue to encourage the expansion 
of freer markets and freer trade to take full advan-
tage of the current energy revolution—particularly 
with two of america’s most significant energy trad-
ing partners, canada and Mexico.

The strongly integrated North american energy 
trade relationship has been a huge boon for ameri-
can producers and consumers alike. The U.S. and 
canada have had a well-established energy partner-
ship for decades, where investments in oil and natu-
ral gas, refining, and other necessary materials and 
services supporting natural resource extraction 
have flowed both ways. If oil and gas entities in can-
ada continue to have unencumbered access to pur-
chase U.S. goods, services, and materials to operate 
their industries efficiently, it is estimated that they 
alone will generate $45.6 billion in U.S. gross domes-
tic product over the next decade.16

Because the United States has strategically devel-
oped refinery capabilities in both the Midwest and 
Texas, it has positioned itself as a lucrative export-
er of refined oil and gas goods. For example, refin-
eries in the Gulf coast region have allowed the U.S. 
to become Mexico’s largest importer of crude oil, 
but also Mexico’s largest source for refined fuels. 
Because energy is so intertwined with the ameri-

can economy, these benefits multiply beyond the oil 
and gas industry. With each created or sustained job, 
two additional jobs are projected to be either created 
or maintained elsewhere in the economy.

When it was negotiated, NaFTa “specifically 
excluded the Mexican energy sector and reserved to 
the Mexican government the right to prohibit foreign 
investment in the sector.”17 More recently, however, 
the Mexican government has taken significant steps 
to open its energy sector.  Duncan Wood of the Wil-
son center reports that the hard-won (and long over-
due) reforms in Mexico’s energy sector are “meant to 
change a sector that was closed and monopolistic for 
75 years,” but that U.S. and canadian companies will 
need the confidence provided by NaFTa protections 
to safeguard the multi-billion-dollar investments 
required to take advantage of these new opportuni-
ties.18 Those NaFTa protections will be of even great-
er importance in the event that an anti-business poli-
tician is elected president of Mexico in 2018.

The liberalization of Mexico’s energy sector has 
also resulted in more opportunities for american 
energy producers. historically, U.S. refineries ben-
efited from Mexico sending heavier crude oil to the 
Gulf coast. Gulf coast refineries continue to benefit 
from this bilateral partnership, though to a lesser 
extent. however, with the glut of natural gas and 
petroleum products in the U.S., companies are now 
sending more energy to Mexico for consumption.  
according to the U.S. Energy Information adminis-
tration, “For 2016, the value of U.S. energy exports 
to Mexico was $20.2 billion, while the value of U.S. 
energy imports from that country was $8.7 billion.”19

Maintaining NaFTa is critical for building on 
the energy trade success the U.S. has with canada 
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and Mexico. If the U.S. withdraws from NaFTa, 
natural gas imports and exports will face an addi-
tional and unnecessary bureaucratic hurdle. In the 
case of natural gas imports and exports, U.S. stat-
utes mandate that if the U.S. does not have a free 
trade agreement in place with the country receiv-
ing or sending the natural gas, the U.S. Department 
of Energy must make a public interest determina-
tion.20 U.S. producers should be allowed to export 
liquid natural gas to any country they see fit. The 
distinction that exports to free trade agreement 
countries (such as the three countries of NaFTa) 
are somehow deemed to be in the “public interest” 
while others are not is, on the whole, an arbitrary 
one. Nevertheless, withdrawal from NaFTa would 
empower Energy Department bureaucrats in 
Washington to reject subjectively energy imports 
or exports.

consequently, to avoid this potential negative 
outcome, the current administration must main-
tain the free trade principles of an already function-
ing NaFTa to bolster the energy industry and the 
individual prosperity that results from less restric-
tive commerce.21

NAFTA Strengthens America’s National 
Security in the Hemisphere

as heritage Foundation Distinguished Fellow 
David Shedd has noted,22 the significant and positive 
national security ramifications for the United States 
emanating from the NaFTa agreement have too 
often been taken for granted. For example, NaFTa 
has helped to empower a stronger and more vibrant 
Mexican economy that has contributed to reduc-
tions in illegal immigration.

according to Shedd, NaFTa is the bedrock of 
america’s regional security interests. Its termina-
tion by President Trump would make the achieve-
ment of U.S. policy objectives with Mexico and cana-
da more difficult, and would undermine U.S. regional 
initiatives throughout the Western hemisphere.

The U.S.–Mexico partnership has been strength-
ened by NaFTa, which has served to broaden and 
deepen the bilateral relationship during the past 

two-plus decades. While joint economic security has 
expanded, american cooperation with Mexican law 
enforcement to combat organized crime, identify 
counterterrorism opportunities, and address illegal 
immigration has also reached unprecedented levels. 
Mexican counterparts have helped to make america 
safer.

a NaFTa withdrawal, on the other hand, could 
have devastating consequences for this partnership, 
especially for U.S.–Mexican cooperation to reduce 
illicit drug trafficking. NaFTa withdrawal would 
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also have adverse impacts on american efforts to 
resolve the Venezuela crisis, affect a positive change 
in cuba, and counter adversarial encroachment in 
the region by china and russia.

Conclusion
as the annual heritage Foundation Index of Eco-

nomic Freedom has demonstrated,23 NaFTa has 
advanced fundamental american policy objectives 
to promote free markets and economic freedom by 
strengthening institutions that promote the rule of 
law and resist the nefarious transnational organized 
crime organizations and state actors in this hemi-
sphere that seek to undermine it.

There is certainly room to improve NaFTa, as Dr. 
Edwin Feulner, founder of The heritage Foundation, 
has reported, and the Trump administration is cor-
rect to play hardball and work to ensure the best deal 
possible. But, as Dr. Feulner cautions, “nobody wins 
a trade war.”24

congress and the administration must work 
together, supported by american conservatives, to 
build on the many economic and national security 
benefits that NaFTa has generated for the Unit-
ed States to enhance—not destroy—the agreement 
through the current negotiations.
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